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An actual ten month old baby boy is talking, playing, and hypothesizing. His name, as his older sister calls

him, is "Mr. Bobu." There is no editing. The sounds are recorded 18" from the boy's mouth, and is in real

time. 20 MP3 Songs KIDS/FAMILY: General Children's Music, SPOKEN WORD: Prank Calls Show all

album songs: Baby, I'm Talking! Songs Details: An actual ten-month old baby boy is talking, playing, and

hypothesizing in his native tongue. His name, as his older sister calls him, is "Mr. Bobu," and he orates in

the "baby" dialect of the English language. The recordings on this album cannot be imitated by an adult.

They are unique to the world of an infant. Mr. Bobu is a very happy baby. He does not have any crying

spells on this album, and instead babbles, confers, converses, lectures, and deliberates in a surprising

way. "Baby, I'm Talking" makes great background "music" when you are dropping hints in order to share

the BIG NEWS!! When you find out that you are pregnant, you will want to come up with a list of people to

surprise. One of the first people on your list is the father-to-be. Both of you will remember this as THE

announcement of a lifetime! Also included on your list are grandparents-to-be, aunts-to-be, uncles-to-be,

cousins-to-be, and friends. Pop this album into your computer or stereo system when no one is watching.

Turn up the volume just loud enough so that your guests can hear it from where they are sitting. As soon

as the "Baby, I'm Talking!" ablum has caught your guests's attention, the baby sounds will naturally force

them to think about babies and if anyone is expecting one. They will look at each other and every one of

the women in the room, trying to decide who is 'it.' They will eventually focus in on you. They will look at

you and wonder if you have an announcement to make... This is the time for you to shout "I'm pregnant!"

Announcing your pregnancy is a very happy time in your life, so make the most of it. You can download

this album right away and have it ready to help you announce your big news today! News like this can't

and won't wait. Click on the "add MP3 to cart" link on the left-hand side of this page, and follow the

instructions for downloading. Congratulations and Good Luck! This album is for parents who either are

young or old. The young parents can play it for their infants. This album helps the babies hear and

understand vocalization and spoken language at their own level from a playmate. The older parents can

sit back, close their eyes, and relive memories of when their children were little and still under their
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control. Parents can enjoy a longed-for baby's kiss on their ears! This CD is perfect background music for

baby showers and should be played simultaneously with the regular chosen music. It will provide lively

conversation for all who attend! This album is music to your ears! There is no editing. The sounds are

recorded 18" from the boy's mouth, and are in real baby time. Track list: Happy Winning Babble Bubble

This is me! Playing The Dance Baby Faces Freedom Mommy, Let's Chat! I'm Free! School? Mr. Bobu In

The Car Seat Hey, Ridiculous! Mirror Mirror Downside Up Up and About Sister's Sparkly Shoes Itty Bitty

Rice Puffs Fun Fun Fun Trucks And Cars Rolling Around
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